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The New Unger's Bible Dictionary
More than 10,000 entries define names, places, objects, and concepts
of the Bible with thorough references. Charles Pfeiffer introduces the
volume with an essay on "How to Study the Bible."

Harper's Bible Dictionary
A comprehensive verse-by-verse commentary for lay Bible students,
fully highlighted by articles, maps, charts, and illustrations-all in
one volume. Clear and Comprehensive: Annotations by leading
evangelical scholars don't dodge tough issues; alternative views are
presented fairly, but commentators make their positions clear.
Attractively Designed: Graphics appeal to the sound-bite generation
and others who aren't traditional commentary readers. Interesting and
Revealing: Hundreds of feature articles that provide additional
information or new perspectives on a topic related to Bible
background. Visually Appealing: Maps, drawings, and photos illuminate
the commentary and visualize important information.

Nelson's New Illustrated Bible Commentary
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Nelson's Illustrated Bible Dictionary is the most comprehensive and upto-date Bible dictionary available. With a fresh new look and updated
photographs, this new and enhanced edition is a wealth of basic study
information with more than 7,000 entries plus more than 500 full-color
photographs, maps, and pronunciation guides. Features include: Crossreferences to major translations More than 7,000 up-to-date entries
More than 500 full-color photographs and maps Enlarged type size for
easier reading Visual Survey of the Bible from The Open Bible

Nelson's New Illustrated Bible Commentary
Full visual aids make this book a powerful resource for teaching
others. By using the reproducible maps and charts, you can help others
visualize the events, places and people in the Old and New Testaments.

Nelson's New Illustrated Bible Dictionary
AN ALL-IN-ONE RESOURCE TO BIBLE BOOKS, BACKGROUNDS, TEACHINGS, PEOPLE,
PLACES AND THINGS.

Nelson's Compact Series
There's this boy. Let's say he's somewhere between nine and thirteen
years old or so. You'd like to see this kid get creative. You'd like
to see him get some exercise. You'd like to see him get out from in
front of the television. And you'd love for him to be motivated enough
to find some stuff to do on his own. This boy NEEDS The Big Book of
Boy Stuff! What do I do if I get a bean stuck up my nose? How can I
make lightning without killing myself? Where can I find new practical
jokes to play on my friends and family? How can I make a rocket? What
is the best way to poop outside? How do I tell a girl I like her? Why
would I tell a girl I like her? How many mosquitoes does it take to
suck all the blood out of a person? What's that smell? . . . and many,
many more! This big, thick, durable book includes fascinating chapters
on gross stuff, magic, emergencies, fireworks, games, experiments,
jokes, activities, insults, pets, flying things, and, of course, duct
tape. No boyhood is complete without a copy!

Holman Giant Print Illustrated Bible Dictionary
A comprehensive verse-by-verse commentary for lay Bible students,
fully highlighted by articles, maps, charts, and illustrations-all in
one volume. Clear and Comprehensive: Annotations by leading
evangelical scholars don't dodge tough issues; alternative views are
presented fairly, but commentators make their positions clear.
Attractively Designed: Graphics appeal to the sound-bite generation
and others who aren't traditional commentary readers. Interesting and
Revealing: Hundreds of feature articles that provide additional
information or new perspectives on a topic related to Bible
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background. Visually Appealing: Maps, drawings, and photos illuminate
the commentary and visualize important information.

Nelson's Old Testament Survey
SHAKE THE DUST OFF YOUR UNDERSTANDING OF BIBLE HISTORY, CULTURE, AND
GEOGRAPHY WITH THIS AUTHORITATIVE, CONTEMPORARY GUIDE TO THE WORLD OF
SCRIPTURE! Nelson's Illustrated Encyclopedia of the Bible is like
owning an entire library of Bible background works and historical
reference tools-in one convenient volume! The "Atlas of Biblical
History" provides an overview of significant turning points in
biblical history, with maps, timelines, and special features on key
people and places. A "Peoples and Empires" section offers intriguing
insights on the nations that influenced the culture of the Jews and
early Christians. This information-packed volume also contains a
detailed study of the life, ministry, and message of Jesus-plus a
comprehensive survey of life in Bible times, including family life,
social customs, and religious beliefs and practices from Abraham to
the early church. Contemporary graphics visually enhance the biblical
and historical images, making this the most complete, accurate, and
eye-appealing Bible encyclopedia you'll find anywhere!

Nelson's New Illustrated Bible Dictionary
"Francis Xavier's arrival in Japan in 1549 initiated a radically
different approach to the spread of Christianity, one which was to
distinguish the Jesuits from all other Europeans for the next two
hundred years: his insistence that his missionaries should respect and
understand Japanese culture. Alessandro Valignano then developed this
approach, both in Japan and in China, where Jesuits gained Confucian
scholar status as an introduction to their missionary life, and even
became key figures in the Chinese civil service." "Highly readable and
stylishly written, this long-awaited book is the first to recount the
absorbing story of the Jesuit missions in both civilisations. It shows
how the Jesuits' sensitivity to Japanese and Chinese culture directly
and consciously contradicted the imperialism of the Spanish and the
Portuguese, and allowed the possibility of dialogue between East and
West which other European stances excluded. It is a richly detailed
account, exploring the first attempt by western European Christians to
realise the universality of Christianity outside European culture, and
will be welcomed by students of Japanese and Chinese History, Church
History, Religious Studies and Missiology."--BOOK JACKET.Title Summary
field provided by Blackwell North America, Inc. All Rights Reserved

Boys Love Manga and Beyond
The only resource to incorporate the best of Vine's Words of Christ
highlighted in red. Enhanced word studies are drawn from standard
dictionaries such as Vine's and Thayer's including greatly expanded
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definitions of Hebrew and Greek primary roots and frequency word
counts for all English words

The Baker Illustrated Bible Dictionary
The premier Bible dictionary - now in a limited edition deluxe gift
format.

Nelson's Complete Book of Bible Maps & Charts
Who were the Pharisees? What did Samson and John the Baptist have in
common? Does an altar really have "horns?" Turn to the Zondervan Bible
Dictionary and find out. It has the answers to these and hundreds of
other questions you're likely to wonder about as you read the Bible.
Condensed from the New International Bible Dictionary, this unique
volume actually offers three books in one: • A Dictionary—for easy-tofind, practical information on thousands of topics • A Topical
Index—for detailed study of nearly 150 larger topics, listing all
articles in the dictionary that relate to a given topic • A
Survey—providing an introductory overview of the Bible, biblical
history, and biblical culture. Concise, readable, and informative, the
Zondervan Bible Dictionary is ideal for use at home, in study groups,
and in schools. It will help you clear up the who, what, where, why,
and how of the Bible so you can better appreciate the depth of its
wisdom and its relevance for you today.

Unlock the Bible: Keys to Exploring the Culture and Times
Sometimes figuring out what the words in the Bible mean is confusing,
even for grown-ups. This dictionary is an excellent tool to help
children more fully understand God's Word. Simple definitions, maps,
charts, and many other features make learning about the Bible fun and
interesting for young readers.

Nelson's Student Bible Dictionary
In Stop at Nothing Annabel Crabb brings all her wit and perceptiveness
to the story of Malcolm Turnbull. This is a memorable look at the
Prime Minister in action – his flaws and achievements – as well as his
past lives and adventures. Drawing on extensive interviews with
Turnbull, Crabb delves into his university exploits – which included
co-authoring a musical with Bob Ellis – and his remarkable
relationship with Kerry Packer, the man for whom he was first a prized
attack dog and then a mortal enemy. She examines the extent to which
Turnbull – colourful, aggressive, humorous and ruthless – has changed.
Crabb tells how he first lost, and then won back, the Liberal
leadership, and explores the challenges that now face him today as the
forward-looking leader of a conservative Coalition.
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New Combined Bible Dictionary and Concordance
- 600 photos, illustrations and charts - Entries arranged in a single
alphabetical listing - Major articles on key theological topics Timeline of Biblical history compared to world history - Extensive
cross references of related articles - Pronunciation guide

Nelson's Biblical Cyclopedic Index
Provides brief discussions of more than 5,000 people, places, and
concepts in the Old and New Testaments.

Holman Bible Dictionary
eBook now easier to navigate than ever Unger’s Bible Dictionary has
been one of the best-selling Bible dictionaries on the market since
its introduction in 1957. Now, this time-honored classic is more
valuable than ever. Updated and expanded by respected Bible
authorities including R.K. Harrison, Howard F. Vos, and Cyril J.
Barber, The New Unger’s Bible Dictionary is packed with the most
current scholarship. Plus, the table of contents is enhanced for easy
navigation. Readers can jump to any letter and see a full list of
words, allowing them to locate any entry within seconds. No more
paging through whole sections of the book to find your word. More than
67,000 entries are supplemented with detailed essays, colorful
photography and maps, and dozens of charts and illustrations to
enhance your understanding of God’s Word. Although this volume is
based on the New American Standard, extensive cross-referencing makes
it useful with all major Bible translations, including the New
International, King James, and New King James versions.

HarperCollins Bible Dictionary - Revised & Updated
Pick up Nelson's best of the best-sellers in a smaller, convenient
size. Locate specific Bible references to hundreds of subjects with
this Ultimate A to Z Resource. The Little Book of Where to Find it in
the Bible is a unique topical concordance that helps you find biblical
passages that apply to traditional and 21st-century topics. Features:
Readily accessible Works with many translations Easy-to-read
Completely illustrated

Compact Bible Dictionary
This must-have for every Bible owner is easy to understand and
illustrated throughout. Features include fast access to over 1,500
entries, an exclusive fan-tab thumb index reference system, and
extensive A to Z coverage.

The Baker Illustrated Bible Commentary
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A comprehensive one-volume Bible dictionary! With over 7,000 concise
entries by the world's finest evangelical scholars, this handy
reference will greatly enrich your Bible study. It features crossreferences to six major Bible translations; The Visual Survey of the
Bible; over 500 color photos and 3-D maps; outlines; articles; easy-toread type; a Fan-Tab thumb index; and more.

Nelson's New Compact Illustrated Bible Dictionary
The Tyndale Bible Dictionary features the work of 139 Bible scholars
in more than 1,000 articles. Thousands of cross-references enable
users to find additional information and details about other topics.
Includes pictures, maps, and illustrations. --From publisher's
description.

International Children's Bible Dictionary
This handy resource allows the reader to quickly summarize or review
all the pertinent details about any Old Testament book. More than a
Bible handbook but less than a commentary, Nelson's New Illustrated
Old Testament Survey provides a section by section breakdown of issues
and topics dealt with in the Hebrew Scriptures. It includes: Complete
but concise outlines of every Old Testament book A succinct
introduction for each book Sections that identify each Bible author's
theological emphasis Inserts that highlight real-life insights
Arguments for the unity of the original manuscripts

Nelson's Little Book of Where to Find It in the Bible
Standard bible reference.

Bible Dictionary
Nelson's Student Bible Dictionary presents nearly 2,000 definitions,
representing the best in biblical scholarship, in a convenient and
colorful package. Photographs, illustrations, charts, maps, and
topical entries invite browsing and make Bible study fun. You will
want to take Nelson's Student Bible Dictionary wherever you take your
Bible. Quotations are from the NKJV, but the dictionary includes
references specific to the KJV, NIV, and NRSV. It can be used with any
modern English translation of the Bible.

A Vision Betrayed
This is a valuable resourse book through the Bible, explaining many
customs practiced in Bible times. Not only is it easy to understand,
but it is also filled with many helpful illustrations.

The Acts of the Apostles
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Boys Love Manga and Beyond looks at a range of literary, artistic and
other cultural products that celebrate the beauty of adolescent boys
and young men. In Japan, depiction of the “beautiful boy” has long
been a romantic and sexualized trope for both sexes and commands a
high degree of cultural visibility today across a range of genres from
pop music to animation. In recent decades, “Boys Love” (or simply BL)
has emerged as a mainstream genre in manga, anime, and games for girls
and young women. This genre was first developed in Japan in the early
1970s by a group of female artists who went on to establish themselves
as major figures in Japan’s manga industry. By the late 1970s many
amateur women fans were getting involved in the BL phenomenon by
creating and self-publishing homoerotic parodies of established male
manga characters and popular media figures. The popularity of these
fan-made products, sold and circulated at huge conventions, has led to
an increase in the number of commercial titles available. Today, a
wide range of products produced both by professionals and amateurs are
brought together under the general rubric of “boys love,” and are
rapidly gaining an audience throughout Asia and globally. This
collection provides the first comprehensive overview in English of the
BL phenomenon in Japan, its history and various subgenres and
introduces translations of some key Japanese scholarship not otherwise
available. Some chapters detail the historical and cultural contexts
that helped BL emerge as a significant part of girls’ culture in
Japan. Others offer important case studies of BL production,
consumption, and circulation and explain why BL has become a
controversial topic in contemporary Japan.

Nelson's Illustrated Bible Dictionary
Build your Bible study library with this essential book on the
cultures and history of the biblical world. Each article comes from
Nelson's New Illustrated Bible Dictionary. This volume of the Unlock
the Bible series includes articles on the most important kingdoms,
peoples, and events in Scripture. Under the direction of Ronald F.
Youngblood, the world's leading evangelical scholars updated and
revised classic articles drawn from Herbert Lockyer, F. F. Bruce, and
R. K. Harrison's extensive Bible dictionary. Features include: The
most useful information at your fingertips Single-column format Maps
and charts

Stop at Nothing
Presents an extensively illustrated dictionary of Bible-related terms
that includes articles on people, places, objects, and concepts
intended to facilitate understanding of the Bible.

Manners and Customs of the Bible
Includes names, places, and subjects of the Bible, plus maps, charts,
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tables, and photographs.

Zondervan Illustrated Bible Dictionary
Nelson's Compact Bible Dictionary is an accurate and thorough A-to-Z
resource. Complete with teaching outlines to make lesson and sermon
preparation easier.

Nelson's New Illustrated Bible Manners and Customs
In the pages of the Bible, we come to know God through Jesus Christ.
Thus the importance of the Bible for our spiritual formation cannot be
overstated. If we are honest, though, the Bible is not always easy to
understand. For example, the places named in the Bible can seem
strange, and the number of people mentioned is virtually countless.
This comprehensive dictionary intends to help people read the Bible
with increased understanding and confidence. It contains articles on
major topics as well as places and people, even if they just appear in
a single verse in the Bible. Its articles cover theological topics,
biblical words, biblical imagery, and historical topics. This A to Z
dictionary includes more than •1,700 full-color pages •400 color
illustrations, maps, and photos •5,000 articles by leading evangelical
scholars The Baker Illustrated Bible Dictionary is an informative,
colorful, and easy-to-understand resource that will be an
indispensable reference for your own personal study or in preparation
for teaching.

Illustrated Dictionary of the Bible
With more listings than any other Bible resource available, the
Biblical Cyclopedic Index helps readers quickly pull together a
thorough and comprehensive Bible study, lesson, or sermon. Completely
unique, the Biblical Cyclopedic Index combines the features of a
concordance, a topical Bible, and a Bible dictionary. It is a special
kind of subject index that combines the best features of a concordance
and a topical index. The Biblical Cyclopedic Index offers more
listings than any other similar Bible resource available. With more
than 8,000 subjects, names, places, things, concepts, events, and
doctrines of the Bible, the Biblical Cyclopedic Index is the one
resource every church and personal library can't do without.

The New Strong's Expanded Dictionary of Bible Words
Short definitions, scripture references, and a topical guide
identifies personal names, cities, and other terms in the Bible.

Vine's Dictionary of Bible Words
02
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Zondervan Bible Dictionary
The HarperCollins Bible Dictionary, revised and updated edition, is
the most complete, up-to-date, and accessible guide for the study of
the Bible available today. With more than 4,000 lively, informative,
and reader-friendly entries, this essential reference book provides
all the information you need to understand the Bible. Whether you are
a pastor, layperson, or a student of scripture, you will find every
important name, place, and subject that makes Bible study come to
life. From Aaron to Zurishaddai, here are all the people, events, and
ideas of biblical times. This third edition continues in the rich
tradition of its predecessors but has been thoroughly updated and
revised by a new editorial team under the direction of the premier
international scholarly body, the Society of Biblical Literature
(SBL). More than half the articles in this book are new, and several
dozen charts and tables have also been added as well as updates on
recent archaeological discoveries. Over 200 contributors to the
HarperCollins Bible Dictionary, from a diverse group of authorities,
represent an ecumenical and non-biased viewpoint of scripture from
different positions—Roman Catholic, Jewish, mainline Protestant, and
evangelical. Filled with explanations of biblical beliefs, language,
and insights into the culture and customs of the people who lived in
biblical times, this resource will help anyone interested in scripture
to more fully appreciate the meaning and message of the Bible.

Nelson's Illustrated Bible Dictionary
Nelson's Illustrated Encyclopedia of the Bible
As more and more Christians are involved in teaching in their
churches, there is a need for an accessible, engaging commentary that
can enhance their understanding of Scripture and aid their teaching.
The Baker Illustrated Bible Commentary is that resource. This
nontechnical, section-by-section commentary on the whole Bible
provides reliable and readable interpretations of the Scriptures from
forty-two leading evangelical scholars. The Baker Illustrated Bible
Commentary is a complete revision of the well-known Baker Commentary
on the Bible edited by Walter Elwell, now featuring new articles and
vibrant full-color images on more than 1,800 pages, complete with
photos, maps, and timelines to illustrate the text. This informationpacked commentary helps readers gain a deeper understanding of the
Bible. Beyond that, it includes practical applications for spiritual
and personal guidance, making it invaluable to any believer seeking to
get the most out of their Bible study. Pastors and others in teaching
ministries looking for a one-volume, evangelical commentary on the
Bible will value this resource.

Tyndale Bible Dictionary
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The most comprehensive, up-to-date, accurate information on life in
Bible times available in one volume for the general reader.

Unlock the Bible
Attractive abridgement of Nelson's New Illustrated Bible Commentary
Makes the Bible's "Then and There" become the "Here and Now" of God's
Word today

The Big Book of Boy Stuff
The Zondervan Illustrated Bible Dictionary provides a visually
stimulating journey for anyone interested in learning more about the
world of the Bible. Through the articles, sidebars, charts, maps, and
full-color images included in this volume, the text of the Old and New
Testaments will come alive for you as never before. As a condensation
of the Zondervan Pictorial Encyclopedia of the Bible, the information
contained within this reference work is solid and biblically sound.
The material is based completely on the NIV and cross-referenced to
the King James Version, and it contains over 7,200 entries, 500 fourcolor photographs, charts, and illustrations, 75 four-color maps, and
a Scripture index making this wonderful Bible study resource a musthave whether you’re a general reader of the Bible, a pastor, or a
student.
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